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Abstrat
We present an Evolutionary Plaement Algorithm (EPA) for the rapid
assignment of sequene fragments (short reads) to branhes of a given
phylogeneti tree under the Maximum Likelihood (ML) model. The
auray of the algorithm is evaluated on several real-world data sets and
ompared to plaement by pair-wise sequene omparison, using edit
distanes and BLAST.
We test two versions of the plaement algorithm, one slow and more
aurate where branh length optimization is onduted for eah short read
insertion and a faster version where the branh lengths are approximated at
the insertion position. For the slow version, additional heuristi tehniques
are explored that almost yield the same run time as the fast version, with
only a small loss of auray. When those additional heuristis are
employed the run time of the more aurate algorithm is omparable to
that of a simple BLAST searh for data sets with a high number of short
query sequenes. Moreover, the auray of the Evolutionary Plaement
Algorithm is signiantly higher, in partiular when the taxon sampling of
the referene topology is sparse or inadequate. Our algorithm, whih has
been integrated into RAxML, therefore provides an equally fast but more
aurate alternative to BLAST for phylogeny-aware analysis of short-read
sequene data.
Keywords: Maximum Likelihood, short sequene reads, phylogeneti
plaement, RAxML, metagenomis
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Identiation of organisms from, e.g., mirobial ommunities, through
analysis of their DNA has beome an important analysis proess in urrent
biology. Reently, the advent of new wet-lab tehniques suh as
pyrosequening (Ronaghi (2001)) has inreased the amount of sequene
data available for identiation and analysis of mirobial ommunities by
orders of magnitude. This rapid inrease in available sequene data poses
new hallenges for short-read sequene identiation tools. We an no
longer expet that the steady inrease in omputing power aording to
Moore's law is fast enough to be able to handle this biologial data ood
omputationally.
A single sequening run an already generate more than 100,000 short
read sequenes that omprise sequene fragments with a length of
approximately 30 to 450 nuleotides (base pairs) depending on the
sequener used. Suh sequening runs an be arried out within about an
hour. Besides rapid full-genome assembly, another important appliation is
the sampling of mirobial ommunities, e.g., in permafrost-aeted soils
(Ganzert et al. (2007)), the human and vertebrate gut (Ley et al. (2005);
Turnbaugh et al. (2008); Ley et al. (2008)) (with important impliations on
health and nutrition), hypersaline mats (Ley et al. (2006)), or on hands
(Fierer et al. (2008)) with respet to hand hygiene and health.
Given the short read sequenes, the rst step in the analysis of those
mirobial ommunities onsists in identifying the anonymous reads, i.e., a
lot of short sequenes are available, but we do not know to whih known
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organism they are most losely related to. This assignment of the short
reads to know organisms, then allows to reason about the omposition of
the mirobial ommunities, to determine the mirobial diversity, and allows
for omparison of the mirobial ommunities between dierent samples
(see Turnbaugh et al. (2008)). For instane, in one sample 20% of the reads
might be most losely related to a spei taxonomi group of bateria,
while in a dierent sample (e.g., from a dierent gut) only 5% may be
assoiated to this group.
Here we present a novel algorithm, the Evolutionary Plaement
Algorithm (EPA), for rapid phylogeneti identiation of anonymous reads
(denoted as Query Sequenes (QS)), using a set of full length Referene
Sequenes (RS). The most straight-forward approah for identifying the QS
is to use tools that are based on sequene similarity suh as BLAST.
However, suh a BLAST based approah exhibits an important limitation:
It an yield misleading assignments of QS to RS, if the RS sample does not
ontain sequenes that are suiently losely related to the QS, i.e., if the
taxon sampling is sparse or inappropriate. Any approah based on sequene
similarity like BLAST, whih is based on pair-wise sequene omparison will
not unravel, but silently ignore, potential problems in the taxon sampling of
the RS. For instane, given two RS a and b, a QS q may be identied as
being most losely related to a by BLAST. In reality q might be most
losely related to a RS c whih is not inluded in the referene sequene set.
Sine this is a known problem (Koski and Golding (2001)), many studies of
mirobial ommunities employ phylogeneti (evolutionary) methods for QS
identiation, despite the signiantly higher omputational ost. If a QS
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falls into an inner branh of the phylogeneti referene tree omprising the
RS, i.e., it is not loated near a leave of the tree, this indiates that the
sampling of the RS is insuient to identify and apture the diversity of
the QS. This also provides information about the lades of the referene
tree for whih the taxon sampling is sparse and indiates on whih part(s)
of the tree sequening eorts should fous to improve taxon sampling.
To date, phylogeny-based evolutionary identiation is onduted as
follows: the QS are aligned with respet to a Referene Alignment (RA) for
the RS, and then inserted into the Referene Tree (RT) either via a
omplete de novo tree reonstrution, a onstrained tree searh, using the
RT as a onstraint or bakbone, or some fast and approximate QS addition
algorithm as implemented, e.g., in ARB (Ludwig et al. (2004)) using
Maximum Parsimony (MP). For DNA baroding, phylogeny-based
Bayesian analysis methods have reently been proposed (Munh et al.
(2008) and Nielsen and Matz (2006)) that are however applied to
signiantly smaller trees with less taxa.
The urrent standard approah for analysis of environmental reads
yields a fully resolved bifurating (binary) tree that often omprises more
than 10,000 sequenes (Fierer et al. (2008); Turnbaugh et al. (2008)). The
alignments used to reonstrut these trees mostly omprise only a single
gene, typially 16S or 18S rRNA. The reonstrution of suh large trees
with thousands of taxa, based on data from a single gene is time-onsuming
and hard beause of the weak phylogeneti signal, i.e., the reonstrution
auray dereases for trees with many but relatively short sequenes
(see Bininda-Emonds et al. (2000); Moret et al. (2002)). Moreover, in
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metagenomi data sets, a large number of taxa in the alignment (the query
sequenes), will only have a length of approximately 200-450 base pairs if a
454 sequener is used. Thus, for identiation of short read QS, the lak of
phylogeneti signal beomes even more prevalent and ritial if a
omprehensive tree is reonstruted. As an example for the lak of signal
and topologial stability in suh hard-to-analyze single gene data sets with
many taxa, we may onsider the pair-wise topologial Robinson Foulds
distanes (Robinson and Foulds (1981)) for a olletion of Maximum
Likelihood (ML Felsenstein (1981)) trees that an not be statistially
distinguished from eah other via the standard signiane tests
(Goldman et al. (2000)). For a olletion of 20 ML trees inferred with
RAxML (Stamatakis (2006)) on a single-gene rRNA data set with 4,114
taxa the average pair-wise RF distane between the ML trees was
approximately 30%. Hene, in order to solve the problems assoiated to the
lak of signal and to signiantly aelerate the analysis proess, we
advoate a dierent approah, that only omputes the optimal insertion
position for every QS in the RT with respet to its Maximum Likelihood
sore.
We introdue a new algorithm for the phylogeneti plaement of QS
and thoroughly test the plaement auray on seven previously published
DNA and one protein data set. We assess the impat of QS length on
plaement auray and also ondut tests on short paired-end reads.
Beause phylogeneti plaement is inherently more ompute intensive than
simple sequene based plaement, performane optimization is an
important fator in the development of suh an algorithm if it is to beome
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a useful and fast alternative to BLAST. Therefore, we have devised several
evolutionary plaement algorithms and heuristis with varying degrees of
omputational omplexity.
The algorithm whih has been developed and tested in ooperation
with mirobial biologists is already available in the latest open-soure ode
release of RAxML (Stamatakis (2006)) (version 7.2.1, released in July
2009, http://wwwkramer.in.tum.de/exelixis/software.html). Our
new algorithmi approah represents a useful, salable, and fast tool for
evolutionary (phylogeneti) identiation of environmental QS. We are not
aware of any omparable algorithm that an perform the task desribed
here, in partiular on trees with more than 10,000 taxa.
Evolutionary Plaement Algorithm
The Maximum Likelihood Model
The input of a standard phylogeneti analysis onsists of a multiple
sequene alignment with n taxa and m alignment olumns (sites). The
output is an unrooted binary tree. In order to ompute the likelihood on a
xed tree topology one also needs several ML model parameters: the
instantaneous nuleotide substitution matrix Q whih ontains the
transition probabilities for time dt between nuleotide (4x4 matrix), the
prior probabilities of observing the nuleotides, e.g., πA, πC , πG, πT for DNA
data, whih an be determined empirially from the alignment, and the α
shape parameter that forms part of the Γ model (Yang (1994)) of rate
heterogeneity. The Γ model aounts for the biologial fat that dierent
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olumns in the alignment evolve at dierent speeds, and nally the 2n− 3
branh lengths. The CAT approximation of rate heterogeneity (Stamatakis
(2006a)) an be used as an eient and aurate omputational work
around for Γ, sine it requires four times less memory and is three to four
times faster than phylogeneti inferenes under the Γ model. We want to
emphasize, that the CAT approximation represents a quik and dirty
work around for Γ and should not be onfused with mixture models
(Lartillot and Philippe (2004)).
Given all these parameters, in order to ompute the likelihood of a
xed unrooted binary tree topology, initially one needs to ompute the
entries for all internal probability vetors (loated at the inner nodes) that
ontain the probabilities P (A), P (C), P (G), P (T ) of observing an A,C,G, or
T at eah site c of the input alignment at the spei inner node, bottom-up
from the tips towards a virtual root that an be plaed into any branh of
the tree. This proedure is also know as the Felsenstein pruning algorithm
(Felsenstein (1981)). Under ertain standard model restritions
(time-reversibility of the model) the overall likelihood sore will be the
same regardless of the plaement of the virtual root.
Every probability vetor entry
~L(c) at a position c (c = 1...m) ~L(c) at
the tips and at the inner nodes of the tree topology, ontains the four
probabilities P(A), P(C), P(G), P(T) of observing a nuleotide A, C, G, T
at a spei site c of the input alignment. The probabilities at the tips
(leaves) of the tree for whih observed data is available are set to 1.0 for the
observed nuleotide harater at the respetive position c, e.g., for the
nuleotide A:
~L(c) = [1.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0]. Given a parent node k, and two hild
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nodes i and j (with respet to the virtual root), their probability vetors
~L(i) and ~L(j), the respetive branh lengths leading to the hildren bi and bj
and the transition probability matries P (bi), P (bj), the likelihood of
observing an A at position c of the anestral (parent) vetor ~L
(k)
A (c) is
omputed as follows:
~L
(k)
A (c) = (
T∑
S=A
PAS(bi)~L
(i)
S (c))(
T∑
S=A
PAS(bj)~L
(j)
S (c)) (1)
The transition probability matrix P (b) for a given branh length is
obtained from Q by P (b) = eQb. One the two probability vetors ~L(i) and
~L(j) to the left and right of the virtual root (vr) have been omputed, the
likelihood sore l(c) for an alignment olumn c, c = 1...m an be alulated
as follows, given the branh length bvr between nodes i and j:
l(c) =
T∑
R=A
(πR~L
(i)
R (c)
T∑
S=A
PRS(bvr)~L
(j)
S (c)) (2)
The overall sore is then omputed by summing over the per-olumn log
likelihood sores as indiated in equation 3.
LnL =
m∑
c=1
log(l(c)) (3)
In order to ompute the Maximum Likelihood value for a xed tree
topology all individual branh lengths, as well as the parameters of the Q
matrix and the α shape parameter, must also be optimized via an ML
estimate. For the Q matrix and the α shape parameter the most ommon
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approah in state-of-the-art ML implementations onsists in using Brent's
algorithm (Brent (1973)). For the optimization of branh lengths the
Newton-Raphson method is ommonly used. In order to optimize the
branhes of a tree, the branhes are repeatedly visited and optimized one
by one until the ahieved likelihood improvement (or branh length hange)
is smaller than some pre-dened ǫ. Sine the branh length is optimized
with respet to the likelihood sore, the Newton-Raphson method only
operates on a single pair of likelihood vetors
~L(i), ~L(j) at a time that dene
the branh to be optimized. Evidently, when a branh of the tree is
updated this means that a large number of probability vetors
~L in the tree
are aeted by this hange and hene need to be re-omputed.
An important implementation issue is the assignment of memory
spae for the probability vetors to inner nodes of the tree. There exist two
alternative approahes: a separate vetor an be assigned to eah of the
three outgoing branhes of an inner node, or only one vetor an be
assigned to eah inner node. In the latter ase, whih is signiantly more
memory-eient, the probability vetors always maintain a rooted view of
the tree, i.e., they are oriented towards the urrent virtual root of the tree.
In the ase that the virtual root is then reloated to a dierent branh (for
instane to optimize the respetive branh length), a ertain number of
vetors, for whih the orientation to the virtual root has hanged need to be
re-omputed. If the tree is traversed in an intelligent way for branh length
optimization, the number of probability vetors that will need to be
re-omputed an be kept to a minimum. RAxML uses this type of rooted
probability vetor organization.
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Evolutionary Plaement Algorithm
The input for our evolutionary identiation algorithm onsists of a
referene tree omprising the r RS (Referene Sequenes), and a large
omprehensive alignment that ontains the r RS and the q QS (Query
Sequenes). The task of aligning several QS with respet to a given
referene rRNA alignment an for instane be aomplished with ARB
(Ludwig et al. (2004)) or NAST (DeSantis et al. (2006)). One key
assumption is, that the Referene Tree (RT) is biologially well-established
or that it has been obtained via a preeding thorough ML analysis.
Initially, the algorithm will read in the RT and referene alignment
and mark all sequenes of the alignment that are not ontained in the
referene tree as QS. Thereafter, the ML model parameters and branh
lengths on the referene tree will be optimized using the standard
proedures implemented in RAxML.
One the model parameters and branh lengths have been optimized
on the referene tree, the atual identiation algorithm is invoked. It will
visit the 2r − 3 branhes of the referene tree in depth rst-order, starting
at an arbitrary branh of the tree leading to a tip. At eah branh, initially
the probability vetors of the referene tree to the left and the right will be
re-omputed (if they are not already oriented towards the urrent branh).
Thereafter, the program will suessively insert (and remove again) one QS
at a time into the urrent branh and ompute the likelihood (we
heneforth denote this as insertion sore) of the respetive tree ontaining
r + 1 taxa. The insertion sore will then be stored in a q × (2r − 3) table
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that keeps trak of the insertion sores for all q QS into all 2r − 3 branhes
of the referene tree.
In order to more rapidly ompute the per-branh insertions of the QS
we use an approximation that is omparable to the Lazy Subtree
Rearrangement (LSR) moves that are deployed in the standard RAxML
searh algorithm (see Stamatakis et al. (2005) for details). After inserting a
QS into a branh of the RT we would normally need to re-optimize all
branh lengths of the thereby obtained newextended by one QStree
topology to obtain the Maximum Likelihood insertion sore. Instead, we
only optimize the three branhes adjaent to the insertion node of the QS
(see Figure 1) before omputing the likelihood of the insertion, based on the
same rationale used for the design of the LSR moves. Our experimental
results justify this approximation. In analogy to the LSR moves we also use
two methods to re-estimate the three branhes adjaent to the insertion
branh, a fast method that does not make use of the Newton-Raphson
method and a slow method. The fast insertion method simply splits the
branh of the referene tree br into two parts br1 and br2 by setting
br1 :=
√
br, br2 :=
√
br, and the branh leading to the QS bq := 0.9, where
0.9 is the default RAxML value to initialize branh lengths. The slow
method repeatedly applies the Newton-Raphson proedure to all three
branhes br1, br2, bq until no further appliation of the Newton-Raphson
branh length optimization proedure will indue a branh length hange
> ǫ, where ǫ := 0.00001. Alternatively, our algorithm an also use
Maximum Parsimony to pre-sore and order promising andidate insertion
branhes in order to further aelerate the plaement proess.
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The output of this proedure for evolutionary identiation of QS
onsist of the input RT, enhaned by assignments of the QS to the branhes
of the RT. Eah QS is attahed to the branh that yielded the best insertion
sore for the spei QS. Hene, the algorithm will return a potentially
multi-furating tree, if two or or more QS are assigned to the same branh.
An example output tree for 4 RS and 3 QS is depited in Figure 2.
Moreover, the EPA algorithm an also ondut a standard
phylogeneti bootstrap (Felsenstein (1985)), i.e., repeat the evolutionary
identiation proedure several times under slight perturbations of the
input alignment. This allows to aount for unertainty in the plaement of
the QS as shown in Figure 3. Thus, a QS might be plaed repeatedly into
dierent branhes of the referene tree with various levels of support. For
the Bootstrap repliates we introdue additional heuristis to aelerate the
insertion proess. During the insertions on the original input alignment we
keep trak of the insertion sores for all QS into all branhes of the
referene tree. For every QS we an then sort the insertion branhes by
their sores and for eah Bootstrap repliate only ondut insertions for a
spei QS into 10% of the best-soring insertion branhes on the original
alignment. This redues the number of insertion sores to be omputed per
QS on eah bootstrap repliate by 90% and therefore approximately yields
a ten-fold speedup for the bootstrapping proedure. In a typial appliation
senario, one may determine the diversity of the environmental sample for
every repliate using for instane UniFra (Lozupone and Knight (2005)),
and then ompute an average diversity over all repliates.
Alternatively, one ould diretly use the insertion likelihoods of the
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QS on the original alignment to ompute plaement unertainty, i.e., to
determine a plaement area, rather than a single branh, by applying, e.g.,
the SH-test (Shimodaira and Hasegawa (1999)).
In analogy to the heuristis used for aelerating the bootstrapping
proess, we an also improve the performane for omputing QS insertion
sores on the original alignment. In order to improve the run time of the
slow insertion method we have developed two heuristis, that rely on rapid
pre-soring of insertion branhes based on fast likelihood insertion sores or
Maximum Parsimony (MP) sores. With those pre-soring tehniques, the
number of insertion positions onsidered for the signiantly more time
onsuming slow insertion proess with thorough branh length optimization
an be redued to a small fration of promising andidate branhes. The
proportion of insertion branhes suggested by the rapid pre-soring
heuristis for analysis under the slow insertion method is determined by a
user dened parameter fh. As part of our performane evaluation we have
tested the fast ML and MP heuristis with regard to this parameter setting.
Overall, these additional heuristis yield an algorithm that is signiantly
more aurate, but equally fast as BLAST.
Experimental Setup
Data Sets
To test the plaement auray of the EPA and ompeting
approahes, we used 8 real-world protein (AA) and DNA data alignments
ontaining 140 up to 1,604 sequenes. The experimental data span a broad
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range of organisms and inlude rbL genes (D500), small subunit rRNA
(D150, D218, D714, D855, D1604), fungal sequenes (D628) as well as
protein sequenes from Papillomaviridae (D140). Table 1 provides an
overview of the data sets used for evaluating the plaement algorithms. We
heneforth denote these data sets as Referene Alignments (RA). For eah
data we omputed the best-known ML trees, denoted as Referene Trees
(RT), inluding BS support values (Stamatakis et al. (2008)). The data
sets are available for download at
http://wwwkramer.in.tum.de/exelixis/epaData.tar.bz2.
Generation of QS
For evaluating the auray of our algorithm, we pruned one andidate
QS at a time from the existing ML trees and then subsequently re-inserted
the QS into the tree. We only prune and re-insert a subset of andidate QS
with good support values from the respetive referene trees in order to
assess plaement auray for taxa whose position in the original tree is
reliable. A andidate QS is onsidered to have good support, when either
both (inner) branhes to whih the taxon is attahed have a bootstrap
support ≥ 75% (Fig. 4b) or if one of the two branhes has support ≥ 75%
and the other branh leads to a neighboring tip (Fig. 4a). The threshold
setting of 75% reets the typial empirial uto that is widely used to
interpret phylogeneti bootstrap results (Hillis and Bull (1993)). For eah
andidate QS, a new, redued, referene tree is derived by pruning the
respetive tip from the original tree. The QS assoiated to that taxon is
then plaed into the redued tree (Fig. 4) with our EPA algorithm.
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In our test data sets, the andidate QS are still full-length sequenes.
In a typial appliation senario however, the plaement algorithm will have
to ope with QS that are signiantly shorter than the sequenes of the
referene alignment, even for single gene alignments. Hene, we arry out a
systemati assessment of the plaement auray depending on query
sequene length by artiially shortening the andidate QS via insertion of
gaps. We deploy two distint methods to insert gaps into the andidate QS:
The rst method to shorten andidate QS onsists of randomly
replaing existing haraters by gaps. In this way we an assess the
plaement of QS with varying virtual read lengths. Multiple plaement
runs were onduted for query sequenes with a relative proportion (with
respet to total alignment length) of non-gap harater of 10%, 20%,
30%,..., up to the full sequene length. Beause the sequenes from whih
the QS are derived form part of the original multiple alignment, the
remaining non-gap haraters are still in alignment with the RA. Beause
we alulate the amount of gaps relative to the length of the multiple
alignment, the maximum proportion of available non-gap haraters is data
set spei and also depends on the individual QS andidate seleted.
Sequenes that only ontain non-gap haraters for every alignment site are
an exeption for the data sets under study.
In addition to analyzing the auray of the EPA with gaps that have
been inserted at random, we also evaluated auray on ontiguous
subsequenes of the andidate QS, whih more losely resembles the
projeted appliation senario. Typially, a large number of short sequene
reads generated by next generation sequening methods will need to be
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plaed into a referene tree. We have hosen to shorten the QS, suh that
they orrespond to paired-end reads (see Fig. 4) of the gene in the RA (we
exluded data set D140 whih ontains protein sequenes of multiple genes
in this experiment). By using subsequenes originating from pre-dened
positions in the alignment, we intend to minimize the inuene of the
ontiguous subsequene starting position in the alignment on plaement
auray. Therefore, we do not onsider seleting, e.g., ontiguous
subsequenes from the andidate QS with the least amount of gaps or
randomly seleted subsequenes that are loated at an arbitrary alignment
position. If ontiguous subsequenes at arbitrary sites are seleted, the
plaement auray assessment may be biased for example by positional
variability in 16S rRNA (Chakravorty et al. (2007)) suh that it will be
hard to determine if a misplaement ours beause of the algorithm or the
data. While the seletion of paired-end subsequenes from the beginning
and end of the gene may also bias plaement auray, this bias is
onsistent over all QS. Therefore, we have onduted our auray
assessment on paired-end reads that have been artiially generated from
the full-length andidate QS by replaing all haraters with gaps in the
middle of the sequene. The artiial paired-end reads are of lengths 2x50
and 2x100 bp. This roughly orresponds to the read lengths generated by
urrent high throughput sequening tehnologies.
Comparison to Sequene Based Plaement
We ondut our auray evaluation by omparison to a typial
appliation senario, in whih appropriate sequene based searh tools suh
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as BLAST (Altshul et al. (1997)) are used to assign a QS to the most
similar referene sequene. In this setting a andidate QS will always be
assigned to one of the branhes of the phylogeneti tree that leads to a
referene sequene, i.e., an external branh.
In addition to BLAST, we also use a ustom algorithm that is briey
outlined below. We us a sequene similarity based algorithm as a baseline
for omparisons with the EPA. Unlike BLAST, our baseline algorithm, also
uses the multiple sequene alignment information from the RA to infer
plaements. Extensive experiments have shown, that the best auray is
obtained, when a simple variation of the edit-distane is used as similarity
measure. For the pair-wise sequene omparisons, only positions are
onsidered, where two non-gap haraters are aligned. The distane
funtion is the number of misaligned non-gap haraters. The branh
insertion position proposed by this method, will always be a branh that
leads to the tip of the referene tree that has the smallest distane to the
QS. While only a moderate amount of eort was invested to optimize the
implementation of this approah, it generated the best results for the
sequene omparison based methods with respet to plaement of QS with
random gaps (results not shown). However, further tests, also revealed that
the distane-funtion partially produed very large deviations from the
orret insertion position for QS with ontiguous paired-end reads (results
not shown). In the latter ase, the best results were obtained with a
distane funtion that inludes ane gap penalties. Charater mismathes
and gap opening are penalized with a sore of 3, while gap extension has a
penalty of 1. This gap-aware distane funtion yields less aurate
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plaements than the method without gap penalties on andidate QS with
random gaps. In the following this approah (using either distane funtion)
will be denoted as SEQuene based Nearest Neighbor (SEQ-NN) plaement.
The use of ontiguous paired-end sequenes also allowed for usage of
BLAST sequene queries. For the BLAST tests we removed all gaps from
the multiple alignment and built a BLAST database for eah data set. We
also removed all gaps from the andidate QS and onatenated two ends of
the artiial paired-end reads into one sequene. Searhes with those
sequenes were onduted against the orresponding BLAST database. The
default parameters of the BLAST program from the NCBI C Toolkit were
used for harater math/mismath (sores 1 and -3) and gaps (non-ane
gap penalty of -1). The default values from the NCBI BLAST website with
ane gap penalties were also tested, but produed slightly worse plaement
results and higher run times than the default settings.
Auray Measures
To quantify plaement auray, we use two distane measures based
on the topology and branh lengths of the original ML tree. In all ases we
onsider an original branh and an insertion branh. The original branh is
the branh from whih the andidate QS was originally pruned in the ML
tree, and into whih it should ideally be re-inserted. The insertion branh is
the branh omputed by the respetive plaement algorithm. To quantify
the distane between the 'orret' original branh and the atual insertion
branh we use the following two distane measures: The 'Node Distane'
(ND), is the unweighted path length in the original tree between the two
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branhes. This orresponds to the number of nodes loated on the path
that onnets the two branhes (Fig. 5a) and represents an absolute
distane measure. The seond measure is the sum of branh lengths on the
path onneting the two branhes. This measure also inludes 50% of the
branh length of the insertion-branh and 50% of the length of the original
branh (Fig. 5a). For omparability between dierent trees and in order to
obtain a relative measure, we normalize the branh path length by dividing
it through the maximum tree diameter (Fig. 5b). The maximum diameter
is the branh path of maximum length between two taxa in the RT. This
distane measure is heneforth denoted as 'Branh Distane Normalized'
(BDN%).
When the EPA is used with bootstrapping, more than one insertion
branh an be proposed for eah andidate QS. For a bootstrap run with
Nbs repliates, for eah QS the output of the EPA ontains a set of
i = 1...N , where N ≤ Nbs, insertion positions with bootstrap values Si.
Using this information we derive a set of ND or BDN distanes Di to the
original branh for eah alternative plaement i. We use the Di to represent
the bootstrap plaement information as a single quantity for eah QS: the
Weighted Root Mean Squared Distane (WRMSD), Dwrms:
Dwrms =
√√√√ 1
N
N∑
i=1
(
Si
Nbs
Di)2 (4)
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Results and Disussion
Plaement Auray for Random Gap QS
To test the auray of the EPA on random-gap sequenes, plaement
runs were arried out with bootstrapping (using 100 repliates) and without
bootstrapping. For the plaements from the bootstrap runs the WRMS
distane from the real (original) insertion position was alulated as
previously desribed. Plaements were arried out on the 8 data sets for
varying virtual read lengths. Figure 6 gives a detailed plot of the auray
depending on the proportion of gaps, averaged over all andidate QS from
all data sets (respetive plots for the individual data sets an be found in
the supplementary material). In general, SEQ-NN produes less aurate
plaements than the EPA. In ases where the QS ontain less than 20%
non-gap haraters (more than 80% gaps), the EPA with bootstrapping,
produes less aurate plaements than SEQ-NN. A possible ause for this
eet is disussed below. On the original alignment (without
bootstrapping) the EPA plaements are onsistently approximately 1.5
times more aurate than SEQ-NN plaements.
The plaement auray improvement is even higher for for the 'hard'
QS subsets that only omprise inner QS (Fig. 7). For inner QS, the
oneptual disadvantage of SEQ-NN beomes prevalent beause the best
possible plaement that an be inferred will at least be one node away from
the original insertion position (see also Figure 4). The dierene between
the EPA and SEQ-NN plaements is about 3 nodes on average. For inner
QS the EPA algorithm ahieves a three-fold improvement in plaement
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auray. It is worth noting that, on average the EPA orretly plaes
almost all QS, when the they ontain less than 50% gaps, even on this
'hard' subset of inner QS. This means that, for the single gene ase, QS
with virtual read lengths of about 400500 base pairs are plaed into the
branh they were pruned from. This virtual read length range, that allows
for suiently aurate plaement of QS, is in the same length range as
reads from 454 sequening runs. In addition, there is a trend for 454 reads
to beome longer as the tehnology matures. The plaements on the 'hard'
subset are espeially enouraging as they show that, in ontrast to
SEQ-NN, the good overall results of the EPA are not merely aused by the
presene of a tip as diret neighbor with a high sequene similarity. The
results on this subset are indiative for the performane on data sets with a
sparse or inadequate taxon sampling. Sine it is hard to determine an
adequate taxon sampling a priori for an unknown mirobial ommunity, our
approah an atually be used to appropriately adapt the taxon sampling.
The omparison of the auray graphs for the EPA with and without
bootstrapping helps to understand the impat of using bootstrapping for
evolutionary plaement. One of the onsequenes of the phylogeneti
bootstrapping proedure is that, for eah bootstrap repliate only a fration
(less distint alignment sites) of the input data is used. The probability for
eah of the n alignment olumns to form part of a bootstrap repliate is
1− (1− 1
n
)n ≈ e−1 ≈ 0.632. Thus, only 63.2% of the available haraters in
eah QS will be used on average. In pratie this has a similar eet as
using shorter QS with less signal for omputing the insertion position, and
partly explains why the EPA plaements with bootstrapping enabled are
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generally worse than those without bootstrapping. For QS with a very low
proportion of non-gap haraters, the aforementioned property of the
bootstrap method beomes partiularly notieable and results in a inferior
plaement auray ompared to the simple approah used in SEQ-NN. In
aordane with this, the auray of bootstrap plaements improves
signiantly with inreasing QS lengths for whih it learly outperforms
SEQ-NN.
Plaement Auray for Short Contiguous Sequene Reads
Table 2 provides the overall results of the experiments with virtual
paired-end reads of length 2x100bp (the results for 2x50bp reads are
provided in the supplementary material). EPA auray is ompared
against SEQ-NN with the aforementioned appropriately adapted distane
funtion as well as against BLAST. We speially report results for two
sequene based methods, to assess to whih extent the exlusion of gap
positions from the original multiple alignment have a negative impat on
the results derived from BLAST hits. Inversely, we also assess to whih
extent the availability of the additional information provided by the
multiple sequene alignment, benets the alignment based SEQ-NN
approah.
The plaements returned by BLAST are based on a loal pair-wise
alignment of sequenes. In our ase this means that only one half of the
paired-end reads (100bp) is atually used for the plaement. As a
onsequene, the simple approah used in SEQ-NN (with gap penalties)
onsistently plaes the QS loser to their original position than BLAST.
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Nonetheless, the auray of the EPA plaements is 1.583.55 times better
than for SEQ-NN that also uses the information ontained in the multiple
sequene alignment.
Figure 8 provides a histogram for the distribution of individual
plaements omputed by the EPA and BLAST for 2x100bp paired-end
reads on data set D855. Respetive histograms for all data sets on 2x100bp
and 2x50bp reads are available in the supplementary material. The
histograms show that plaements obtained via the EPA are loser to the
referene position on average and yield smaller maximum plaement errors
than BLAST.
Table 2 highlights that the phylogeny-aware EPA onsistently
outperforms sequene omparison based methods and that plaements are
approximately twie as aurate on average. Generally, the plaement
auray for ontiguous short QS is onsistent with the results obtained for
andidate QS with random gaps.
Impat of Plaement Algorithms and Substitution Models on Auray
The preeding omputational experiments have been arried out using
the most thorough version of the EPA under the GTR+Γ and WAG+Γ
(AA) models. In addition, we used the slow branh length optimization
option for every possible insertion branh on the original alignment. As
previously mentioned, we also devised a fast version of the EPA where the
Newton-Raphson based branh length optimization is deativated for QS
insertions. These heuristis an speed up the EPA by one order of
magnitude, when a large amount of QS is being plaed into a referene tree.
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An additional speedup of a fator of 3 to 4 an be ahieved by using the
GTR+CAT or PROT+CAT approximations (Stamatakis (2006a)) of rate
heterogeneity.
Figure 9 shows the impat of the EPA plaement heuristis and rate
heterogeneity model on the auray for all QS over all data sets (analogous
plots for the individual data sets are available in the supplementary
material). For the thorough insertion method there is pratially no
dierene in plaement auray between the Γ model and CAT
approximation. At the same time we obtained three to four-fold run time
improvements (a detailed analysis of exeution times is provided in the
following Setion), whih is in aordane with previous results on the CAT
approximation (Stamatakis (2006b)). For the fast insertion method, there
is a notieable derease in plaement auray for the CAT as well as the Γ
models. In partiular, the slow QS insertion method performs better for
long QS that ontain more than 70% of non gap haraters. However, the
dierenes in plaement auray between the distint EPA models and
heuristis are very small ompared to the muh larger errors returned by
the sequene omparison based approahes (see Fig. 6 and 7).
Run Time Analysis and Heuristis for Slow Insertions
As shown in the previous Setion the loss of auray indued by the
fast insertion method is minimal. Nonetheless, a slight auray improved
an be attained by the slow insertion method. Using the rapid pre-soring
heuristis we have already desribed, it is possible to signiantly aelerate
the slow insertion algorithm with little to no impat on plaement auray.
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Here we evaluate the run time and auray trade os assoiated with those
heuristis. We also provide run time measurements for the standard
insertion methods and BLAST.
In ontrast to the previous auray assessments, we do not test the
plaement of one QS at a time into an existing RT from whih the QS has
been previously pruned. Instead, we randomly split the alignments into two
subsets that eah omprise 50% of the taxa. The rst subset is used to infer
a best-known ML tree with RAxML into whih the remaining taxa (of the
seond subset) are plaed via the EPA. For run time measurements this
experimental setting better orresponds to a typial appliation senario of
the EPA, where a large number of QS is plaed into a referene tree. In
ontrast to the previous experiments, we an not use the position in the RT
from whih the andidate QS has been pruned as a referene for auray
measurement. Instead, we ompare the plaements obtained by the various
heuristis to the plaements inferred by the slowest and most thorough
EPA version under the GTR+Γ model. This slow EPA version has shown
to be the most aurate plaement algorithm in the previous experiments.
Here, we assume the slow EPA plaements to be the true plaements. In
this test we redue the length of the QS to 50% non-gap haraters. The
non-gap haraters are a ontiguous sequene fragment that starts at the
beginning of the respetive sequene, i.e., the QS represent roughly the rst
half of the gene.
All performane tests were arried out on a typial urrent desktop
omputer with a Intel Core2 Quad CPU Q9550 running at 2.83GHz with
8GB of main memory and Ubuntu Linux 8.10. All programs were ompiled
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as optimized 64bit binaries with the g ompiler (version 4.3.2), and only
one ore of the CPU was used. The EPA uses SSE3 instrutions to
aelerate the likelihood omputations (introdued with RAxML version
7.2.0). Running a BLAST searh of all QS against a database omprising
the remaining sequenes takes 216 seonds for the largest data set in this
test (D1604). We use BLAST with the default settings without ane gap
penalties. As already mentioned, ane gap penalties did not improve the
auray, but resulted in muh higher run times, therefore we kept them
disabled. On D1605 the run time for the slow insertion method is 7409
seonds under GTR+Γ and 1846 seonds under GTR+CAT. With fast
insertions the run time amounts to 251 seonds under GTR+Γ and only
172 seonds under GTR+CAT. Thus, the EPA with the fast insertion
method under CAT is faster than a simple BLAST searh.
For the pre-soring heuristis, the run times depend on the parameter
fh that determines the fration of pre-sored insertion branhes that will
subsequently be sored using the slow insertion method. In Figure 10a the
run times of the dierent pre-soring heuristis as well as fast insertions
without heuristis relative to BLAST are shown for data set D1604.
The behavior of the heuristis and the parameter fh is as expeted. It
produes a onstant initial overhead and sales linearly with the fration of
branhes seleted for slow insertions. The initial overhead is smaller for the
MP heuristis, while the run time of the thorough insertion phase only
depends on fh. Therefore, the run time graphs of the ML- and MP-based
heuristis are parallel in the plots.
Figure 10b shows the auray on the largest data set D1604
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(plaement of 802 QS into a referene tree with 802 RS). The fration of
insertion branhes onsidered for the slow insertion phase is ontrolled by
the parameter fh. In the plot the auray of the heuristis for values of
fh = 1/n, n = 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256 are shown. The results suggest that
on this data set it is suient to more thoroughly analyze only 50 out of
1601 (fh = 1
32
) andidate insertion branhes proposed by the heuristis to
gain the best possible auray (even for fh = 1
64
there is only a very small
deviation from the referene results). Another important result is that the
MP heuristis produes equally aurate plaements as the ML heuristis,
on all exept the smallest values of fh. This is partiularly promising sine
the MP implementation in RAxML an be signiantly aelerated by
SSE3 vetorization and other low-level ode optimizations. We onlude
that the MP heuristis with a parameter setting of fh := 1/32 (using the Γ
model for slow insertions) is suient for ahieving plaement auray
omparable to the referene plaement, but with omputational
requirements (290 seonds) that are in the same order of magnitude as a
simple and signiantly less aurate BLAST searh.
Even lower run times (113 seonds) an be ahieved by using the CAT
model for slow insertions, at the expense of a slight loss in auray. Based
on the results in the previous Setion, we expet the auray dierene
between the CAT approximation and the Γ model to be negligible in a real
world senario.
In the exeution time tests the dierenes in auray between the
fast and slow insertion methods as well as between the Γ and CAT models
are generally larger than in the previous Setions. This is not surprising,
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given the setup of this experiment that was not designed to measure the
insertion auray relative to an assumed orret position, but the
deviation between our best, yet slowest, method and less aurate,
aelerated methods. Here, we do not onstrain the experiment to QS with
high support values in the referene tree, but hose QS at random whih
may introdue a ertain degree of impreision to this evaluation. In
addition, the RT (omprising 50% of the taxa in the original RA) is smaller
than in the previous evaluations and thus more sparsely sampled.
Nonetheless, the deviation between the fast and slow EPA versions amounts
to less than half a node on average and the general nding that slow
insertions under CAT are more aurate than fast insertions under Γ is
onsistent with previous experiments.
Conlusion
We have presented an aurate and salable approah for
phylogeny-aware sequene omparison and ompared its auray and run
times to alignment-based as well as alignment-free sequene omparison
based methods. A phylogeny-aware approah has methodologial
advantages over standard sequene based approahes and the Evolutionary
Plaement Algorithm is freely available for download as open soure ode.
We demonstrate that our approah, that an, e.g., be used for analyses of
mirobial ommunities, is at least twie as aurate than standard
tehniques. More importantly, we demonstrate that ahieving signiantly
better auray does not require longer inferene times and that our
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approah is as fast as a simple BLAST based searh when using additional
heuristis.
The algorithm is also relatively straight-forward to parallelize (the
parallelization of the EPA will be overed elsewhere) by applying a
multi-grain parallelization tehnique. On a multi-ore system with 32 ores
and 64GB of main memory we were able to lassify 100,000 QS in parallel
into a referene tree with 4,000 taxa within 1.5 hours.
A major hallenge that remains to be solved onsists in aligning the
QS to a given referene alignment. Throughout this paper we have assumed
that suh an alignment was given. Ideally, one would like to simultaneously
plae and align the QS to the respetive insertion branh. We have already
implemented a simplisti version of suh an alignment method under ML in
the EPA. Our alignment proedure still laks an appropriate indel model,
sine gaps are treated as undetermined haraters in most standard ML
implementations. Nonetheless, our method works surprisingly well on QS
with approximately 50% gaps and is more aurate than BLAST with an
average plaement distane of one node (as in Fig. 10b), but less aurate
and signiantly slower than the alignment-based EPA insertions.
Therefore, future work will fous on the development of rapid methods for
simultaneous QS plaement and alignment.
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Table 1: The data sets used for evaluation of the plaement algorithm.
Column type indiates the sequene type (either Nuleotide (N) or Amino
Aid (AA)), length the number of alignment olumns, #taxa the number of
sequenes, # QS the overall number of andidate query sequenes and #
inner QS the number of inner QS
Data type length # taxa # QS # inner QS
D140 AA 1104 140 95 9
D150 N 1269 150 66 10
D218 N 2294 218 80 14
D500 N 1398 500 205 29
D628 N 1228 628 210 20
D714 N 1241 714 293 61
D855 N 1436 855 344 48
D1604 N 1276 1604 541 83
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Table 2: Auray on 2x100 BP paired-end reads. The given values
are the distanes between the real and the proposed insertion position as
node-distane (ND) and the normalized branh-distane in perent (BDN
%). The methods used are the Evolutionary Plaement Algorithm (EPA)
(slow insertions under the GTR+Γ model), pairwise distane based nearest
neighbor with ane gap penalties (SEQ NN) and BLAST based nearest
neighbor. The rows denoted by (A) represent all andidate QS, while for the
rows denoted with (I) only inner QS are used.
ND BDN %
Data EPA SEQ NN BLAST EPA SEQ NN BLAST
150 (A) 1.26 2.61 (2.07) 3.67 (2.91) 0.85 1.79 (2.11) 2.29 (2.69)
218 (A) 1.96 4.41 (2.25) 4.85 (2.47) 3.96 7.14 (1.80) 7.76 (1.96)
500 (A) 0.94 3.34 (3.55) 5.52 (5.87) 1.76 5.01 (2.85) 7.28 (4.14)
628 (A) 0.59 1.29 (2.19) 1.93 (3.27) 0.63 1.32 (2.10) 1.4 (2.22)
714 (A) 1.39 2.74 (1.97) 3.86 (2.78) 1.81 3.27 (1.81) 4.86 (2.69)
855 (A) 2.12 3.35 (1.58) 6.2 (2.92) 1.18 2.01 (1.70) 3.37 (2.86)
1604 (A) 1.57 2.76 (1.76) 3.92 (2.50) 0.9 1.42 (1.58) 2.08 (2.31)
150 (I) 1.9 2.4 (1.26) 5.3 (2.79) 2.17 4.99 (2.30) 5.49 (2.53)
218 (I) 4.43 6.36 (1.44) 5.21 (1.18) 7.35 9.49 (1.29) 8.44 (1.15)
500 (I) 1.59 5 (3.14) 9.41 (5.92) 2.85 7.16 (2.51) 11.08 (3.89)
628 (I) 0.85 2.35 (2.76) 2.95 (3.47) 0.44 1.24 (2.82) 0.9 (2.05)
714 (I) 1.66 4.28 (2.58) 4.9 (2.95) 2.61 5.48 (2.10) 6.99 (2.68)
855 (I) 2.9 4.5 (1.55) 7.54 (2.60) 1.95 3.07 (1.57) 4.4 (2.26)
1604 (I) 1.55 3.29 (2.12) 5.25 (3.39) 1.62 3.09 (1.91) 4.7 (2.90)
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Figure 6: Plaement auray on all QS from all data sets. (a) Average node
distane and (b) Normalized Branh Distane between insertion positions
and real positions.
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Figure 7: Plaement auray on inner QS from all data sets. (a) Average
node distane and (b) normalized branh distane between insertion positions
and real positions.
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Table 1: Accuracy on 2x50 BP paired-end reads. The given values are the distances between the real and the proposed
insertion position as node-distance (ND) and the normalized branch-distance in percent (BDN %). The methods used
are the EPA (slow insertions under the GTR + Γ model), pairwise distance based nearest neighbor with affine gap
penalities (SEQ NN) and BLAST based nearest neighbor. The rows denoted by (A) represent all QS, while for the
rows denoted with (I) only inner QS are used.
ND BDN %
Data EPA SEQ NN BLAST EPA SEQ NN BLAST
150 (A) 3.58 4.18 (1.17) 6.67 (1.86) 2.36 3.41 (1.44) 5.48 (2.32)
218 (A) 2.92 5.25 (1.80) 6.86 (2.35) 5.36 8.7 (1.62) 12.72 (2.37)
500 (A) 3.74 5.6 (1.50) 12.06 (3.22) 5.67 8.35 (1.47) 16.95 (2.99)
628 (A) 1.31 2.3 (1.76) 3.56 (2.72) 1.13 2.07 (1.83) 2.74 (2.42)
714 (A) 2.13 3.27 (1.54) 4.18 (1.96) 2.88 4.07 (1.41) 5.36 (1.86)
855 (A) 3.82 5.27 (1.38) 9.52 (2.49) 2.47 3.4 (1.38) 7.13 (2.89)
1604 (A) 2.49 3.62 (1.45) 5.79 (2.33) 1.28 2.01 (1.57) 3.84 (3.00)
150 (I) 2.1 4.4 (2.10) 9.2 (4.38) 5.22 6.29 (1.20) 10.79 (2.07)
218 (I) 4 6 (1.50) 9.29 (2.32) 7.56 9.19 (1.22) 15.95 (2.11)
500 (I) 3.86 5.59 (1.45) 11.03 (2.86) 6.63 8.87 (1.34) 14.18 (2.14)
628 (I) 1.8 2.45 (1.36) 4.55 (2.53) 1.19 1.19 (1.00) 1.5 (1.26)
714 (I) 2.61 4.87 (1.87) 4.48 (1.72) 3.89 6.26 (1.61) 6.24 (1.60)
855 (I) 3.79 5.31 (1.40) 10.69 (2.82) 2.66 3.55 (1.33) 8.94 (3.36)
1604 (I) 2.24 3.93 (1.75) 6.18 (2.76) 1.82 3.46 (1.90) 5.72 (3.14)
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Figure 1: Prediction accuracy on all QS from data set D140. (a) Average node distance and (b) Normalized Branch
Distance between insertion positions and real positions.
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Figure 2: Prediction accuracy on inner QS from data set D140. (a) Average node distance and (b) normalized branch
distance between insertion positions and real positions.
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Figure 3: Prediction accuracy on all QS from data set D150. (a) Average node distance and (b) Normalized Branch
Distance between insertion positions and real positions..
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Figure 4: Prediction accuracy on inner QS from data set D150. (a) Average node distance and (b) normalized branch
distance between insertion positions and real positions.
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Figure 5: Prediction accuracy on all QS from data set D218. (a) Average node distance and (b) Normalized Branch
Distance between insertion positions and real positions..
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Figure 6: Prediction accuracy on inner QS from data set D218. (a) Average node distance and (b) normalized branch
distance between insertion positions and real positions.
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Figure 7: Prediction accuracy on all QS from data set D500. (a) Average node distance and (b) Normalized Branch
Distance between insertion positions and real positions..
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Figure 8: Prediction accuracy on inner QS from data set D500. (a) Average node distance and (b) normalized branch
distance between insertion positions and real positions.
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Figure 9: Prediction accuracy on all QS from data set D628. (a) Average node distance and (b) Normalized Branch
Distance between insertion positions and real positions..
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Figure 10: Prediction accuracy on inner QS from data set D628. (a) Average node distance and (b) normalized branch
distance between insertion positions and real positions.
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Figure 11: Prediction accuracy on all QS from data set D714. (a) Average node distance and (b) Normalized Branch
Distance between insertion positions and real positions..
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Figure 12: Prediction accuracy on inner QS from data set D714. (a) Average node distance and (b) normalized branch
distance between insertion positions and real positions.
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Figure 13: Prediction accuracy on all QS from data set D855. (a) Average node distance and (b) Normalized Branch
Distance between insertion positions and real positions..
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Figure 14: Prediction accuracy on inner QS from data set D855. (a) Average node distance and (b) normalized branch
distance between insertion positions and real positions.
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Figure 15: Prediction accuracy on all QS from data set D1604. (a) Average node distance and (b) Normalized Branch
Distance between insertion positions and real positions..
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Figure 16: Prediction accuracy on inner QS from data set D1604. (a) Average node distance and (b) normalized
branch distance between insertion positions and real positions.
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Figure 17: Histogram plot of the prediction accuracies (Node Distance) for the placement of 2x100 BP paired-end
reads on data set D150.The left plot comprises all QS, the right plot only inner QS.
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Figure 18: Histogram plot of the prediction accuracies (Node Distance) for the placement of 2x50 BP paired-end reads
on data set D150. The left plot comprises all QS, the right plot only inner QS.
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Figure 19: Histogram plot of the prediction accuracies (Node Distance) for the placement of 2x100 BP paired-end
reads on data set D218.The left plot comprises all QS, the right plot only inner QS.
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Figure 20: Histogram plot of the prediction accuracies (Node Distance) for the placement of 2x50 BP paired-end reads
on data set D218. The left plot comprises all QS, the right plot only inner QS.
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Figure 21: Histogram plot of the prediction accuracies (Node Distance) for the placement of 2x100 BP paired-end
reads on data set D500.The left plot comprises all QS, the right plot only inner QS.
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Figure 22: Histogram plot of the prediction accuracies (Node Distance) for the placement of 2x50 BP paired-end reads
on data set D500. The left plot comprises all QS, the right plot only inner QS.
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Figure 23: Histogram plot of the prediction accuracies (Node Distance) for the placement of 2x100 BP paired-end
reads on data set D628.The left plot comprises all QS, the right plot only inner QS.
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Figure 24: Histogram plot of the prediction accuracies (Node Distance) for the placement of 2x50 BP paired-end reads
on data set D628. The left plot comprises all QS, the right plot only inner QS.
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Figure 25: Histogram plot of the prediction accuracies (Node Distance) for the placement of 2x100 BP paired-end
reads on data set D714.The left plot comprises all QS, the right plot only inner QS.
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Figure 26: Histogram plot of the prediction accuracies (Node Distance) for the placement of 2x50 BP paired-end reads
on data set D714. The left plot comprises all QS, the right plot only inner QS.
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Figure 27: Histogram plot of the prediction accuracies (Node Distance) for the placement of 2x100 BP paired-end
reads on data set D855.The left plot comprises all QS, the right plot only inner QS.
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Figure 28: Histogram plot of the prediction accuracies (Node Distance) for the placement of 2x50 BP paired-end reads
on data set D855. The left plot comprises all QS, the right plot only inner QS.
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Figure 29: Histogram plot of the prediction accuracies (Node Distance) for the placement of 2x100 BP paired-end
reads on data set D1604.The left plot comprises all QS, the right plot only inner QS.
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Figure 30: Histogram plot of the prediction accuracies (Node Distance) for the placement of 2x50 BP paired-end reads
on data set D1604. The left plot comprises all QS, the right plot only inner QS.
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